
From: Colin Stokes 
Sent: Sunday, 23 July 2017 10:34 PM 
Subject: RE: Yaldhurst Subdivision Council Meeting on 27 July 

[Email addresses removed. -Eds] 

Dear Mayor, Councillors, CCC lawyer Mr Goldsbury and CCC CE Dr Edwards , 

  

I write in response to Mr Goldburys email below. 

  

1.     Mr Goldsbury is correct there was an arbitration teleconference on 7 July 2017 (the day after the Council 
meeting) in relation to residents removing their protective covenants.  

  

2.     We were disturbed that he falsely informed Councillors at the meeting that the arbitration had nothing to do 

with the covenant matter in front of them. 
  
3.     It is also correct the arbitration conference could have resolved the matter on 7 July 2017. 
 
4.     The affected residents again offered to remove their covenants that protect their inclusion in the Subdivision 

Resource Consent (Consent) - (specifically their Access Lot 22 roading which is “Road Lot 612” and 
Condition 5 of the Consent, and stormwater provision therefore which are Conditions 9 of the Consent). 

  
5.     The residents continue to offer to remove their covenants so that the roads and services can be owned by 

the Council as required by the Consent and the RMA. 
 
6.     Infinity however appear to not want the covenants removed yet as they are the cause to entice Councillors to 

vote that roads and services may remain in Infinity and Delta’s ownership and that the residents’ parts of the 
Consent will be made impossible:-  
 The [attached] emails show the developer/consent holder including majority owner Delta planned to 

privately own dedicated roads and services from as early as April 2010, and to charge rates in relation 

to them in lieu of the Council; 
 From the emails, Councils legal team and senior Staff appear to have known about this. Certainly the 

Councils lawyers Buddle Findlay were engaged by the developer/consent holder to advise them how to 
get around the anticipated resistance to Privatisation they would get from Councillors.  

 What precedent would that set? 
 David Kirkpatrick QC was also engaged by the developer/consent holder in this regard. A year later Mr 

Kirkpatrick was specifically selected as commissioner by Council Staff and the developer to 
retrospectively consent the grossly non-compliant works the developer had carried out ahead of 
approvals and of which Mr Kirkpatrick had advised on. 

 This non-complying works, including non-complying stormwater infrastructure, carried out ahead of 
approval we now know was designed and constructed to specifically make our parts of the Consent 

impossible. It now illegally landlocks our land parcels from our consented and legally required 
subdivisions, including by making the required Road Lot 612 impossible (unless infrastructure redesign 
and upsizing is undertaken).  

       

7.     Mr Goldsbury has requested that he convey our updated position to Councillors. From legal (and other) 
perspectives, this is not appropriate.  

 
8.     Mr Goldsbury, Councils’ legal team and Council staff (Staff) have sided with the developer/Delta/consent 

holder (Developer) for years and irrefutably continue to strongly advocate now for what they want. That 

advocating and recommendation cheats the residents of the covenant protection that specifically refers to the 
Widened Access Lot (Road Lot 612) as a “term of extinguishment” 1.3.2 of the covenant. 

 
9.     Staff reports to the Community Board and Councillors misled that the significance of the covenants relate only 

to “no pig farming” and the like. Staff did not provide the covenant itself and made no mention of the “terms 
of extinguishment” that requires the residents “Access Lot 22 and road widening area” to be formed and 
vested in the Council (Road Lot 612 and Condition 5 of the Consent).     

  
10.   Staff negotiated with the Developer about how to circumvent the residents covenant protection of this Road 

Lot 612 without the residents’ knowledge. Staff requested the Developers lawyers advice, had its lawyers 

Buddle Findlay concur with the Developers legal advice, and then concurred with that advice themselves all 
behind closed doors. 

 



11.   In complete contrast, Staff not only failed to notify the residents what they were up to, they failed to request 
theirs and their lawyers’ advice about what the covenants protect. At the same time they also refused 
numerous requests to meet to resolve the now accepted stormwater non-compliances that are making the 
required Road Lot 612 (protected by the covenants) impossible. 

 
12.   Mr Goldsbury requests we confirm the developers position as per their lawyer Mr Kerr. 

  
A. Timing of the arbitration: 

i. Agreement of the arbitration matter can be resolved today; 

ii. by law the Council is required to enforce the conditions of the Consent; 

iii. by law the Developer is required to comply with the conditions of the Consent;  

iv. this would enable the residents to remove their covenants protecting their inclusion in the 

subdivision now (allowing the Council to own the roads and services); 

 residents want to remove their covenants, they are only there for “protection” 
 why are Staff refusing to enforce the conditions of the consent? 

 why are Staff refusing to meet with us? 
 why are Staff refusing to provide the latest variation consent? 

o We’ve asked for it numerous times 

o Could Mr Goldsbury please send it to us?  

 why are Council lawyers refusing to meet with our lawyer, or seek his interpretation? 

iv. There is no incentive for the Developer to agree to us removing our covenants and it 

complying with the Consent, nor for Staff to enforce compliance with the consent, when Staff are 

strongly advocating Councillors to vote such that it will facilitate non-compliance and cut the 

residents Road Lot 612 out of the subdivision:- 

v. this profits the Developer a few more sections where the residents stormwater provisions is 

required to go, and will cover up Staffs errors in permitting non-complying stormwater 

infrastructure that makes the residents Road Lot 612 impossible, and consenting 2m uphill 

proposals that were never possible. 

  
B. Owners Opposed (10) to Infinity/Staff dedication circumventing protective covenants; 

Owners Supporting (2 ½) (Infinity have other ½); as below from the latest advice I have:- 

Originally there were 10 owners; Lots 1-10 plus amalgamated larger Lots, and 1/10th share of 

the Access Lot 22 which is required by the Consent to be Road Lot 612. 
(Residents later transferred the larger Lots to the Developer/consent holder in return for further 
subdivision of their Lots 1-10 including the Lot 22 “Road Lot 612” required by the Consent (and the 
covenant) to vest with the Council.   

Lots 3, 2 (and formerly Lot 1) (1 ½ owners of 13. Support Infinity and Staff) 

(Mr and Mrs Brian O’Malley who gave the deputation supporting Infinity and Staff) 

Background:- 

i. Lots 1-3 are not in the Consent, contrary to what was implied in the meeting;  
ii. Lots 1-3 are along the West side of the North South leg of the Access Lot (“Road Lot 612”) 

(see yellow bordered Consent area in plan tabled by Stokes 6 July 2017 Council meeting).  
iii. It is not a condition of the Consent that stormwater provision is made for land outside of the 

consent, such as these Lots 1-3; 
iv. These Lots do not require the East West Road Lot 612 to enable further subdivision.  
v. Mr O’Malley always intended, and can, make provision for a stormwater basin for his own 

subdivisions on his contiguous three Lots;   

vi. Mr O’Malley secretly sold a 1/20th share of the residents Access Lot to Delta/Infinity which 
assist them defeat the East West leg residents of their subdivision interests; 

vii. (one of the residents (Stokes) got wind of the secret deal, and caveats were lodged by their 
lawyer to try to protect the residents interests along the East West leg - this was the so called 
“vindictive” caveat Mr O’Malley spoke of; 

viii. Mr O’Malleys’ deal with the Developer enables him to subdivide his *three Lots at the expense 
of the East West residents that require the Road Lot 612 to subdivide theirs, and which the 

Developer and Staff are making impossible through non-compliances; 
ix. Mr O’Malley sold *Lot 1 to Mr Ahearn with a “buy back” option for ¾ of it once further 

subdivision is effected; 
x. Mr and Mrs O’Malleys Lot 1 and 2 are not part of the Consent, but their 3/20ths remaining 

share in the Access Lot (Road Lot 612) is:-   

-     so 1½ of original 10 shares or 15%; or  
      xi. effectively 1 ½ owners out of the now 13 not counting Infinity/Deltas’ ½.  



Lot 1 owners; Mr and Mrs Ahearn (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

i. Mr Ahearn has advised he does not support Infinity and the Council circumventing the 
covenants by dedication (he will be copied into this email); 

ii. He has advised the residents that require the East West leg of required Road Lot 612 that as 
he does not need this road, and therefore it is not worth him the costs of fighting Infinity to 
maintain the covenant protection;  

iii. He is aware the caveats East West leg residents have put over Lot 1 and its 1/10th of the 
Access Lot prevent his covenants extinguishing, and understands the needs of the caveats and 
covenants remaining until what they were registered to protect (Road Lot 612) is provided 
and/or assured;   

Lot 4 original owner Mr and Mrs Lindsay (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

(both gave deputations opposing Infinity, Staff and dedication) 

i. The Lindsays sold their original house to Mr and Mrs Rumble and built another on Lot 4.  

ii. The Lindsays part of the Consent (stage 19) benefits them a further 6 sections, but they can’t 
develop them without the required Road Lot 612 (stage 18). 

Lot 4 part new owner Mr and Mrs Rumble (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

(Mr Rumble notified his intent to give a deputation but couldn’t because of surgery to perform – he had 
a written deputation tabled OPPOSING Infinity and Staff actions) 

i. Mr Rumble has no further subdivision rights, but requires, amongst other things, roading and 
residential services including sanitary to his house. 

Lot 5 original owner Mr and Mrs Gibson (2 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

Mr Gibson attended the Community Board meeting and did not agree with Staff. 

i. The Gibson’s have subdivided and sold one section from their Lot 5 

ii. They require Road Lot 612 to enable further subdivision; 
iii. They have legal interests in Road Lot 612 by way of the Consent and want it.  
iv. However their desire for not much more further subdivision of Lot 5 means they have chosen 

to not spend money fighting against Infinity and Staff for it; 
v. While not actively opposing Infinity (it is expensive and stressful), they are wishful that 

residents with greater subdivision interests can attain Road Lot 612 and that Staff do not 
succeed in persuading Councillors to vote for dedication.  

Lot 6 owner Lindneave (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

(they have 7 consented sites (stage 20) that require the East West leg of Road Lot 612. They were 
present at the 6 July 2017 Council meeting)  

Lot 7 owner Poplarwest Ltd (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

(Poplarwest have no subdivision rights under the Consent, but has the legal interest of the required 
Road Lot 612 – and wants it. Present at the 6 July 2017 Council meeting)  

Lot 8 owner John Nuttall (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

Mr Nuttall has 7 consented sites (stage 21 & 22) that require the East West Road Lot 612 

Lot 9 owners Philpott, Smith, Stokes (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions) 

(Lot 9 has 14 consented sites (stage 23) that require the East West Road Lot 612)  

Lot 10 now split into 2 sites and not part of the Consent (yellow box border on plan) 

  



Lot 10A owner Mrs Jacqui Fallow (1 of 13 that OPPOSE Infinity & Staff actions)  

(Mrs Fallow has the potential for another site, and requires the East West Road Lot 612 that she has 
legal interests in) 

i. Mrs Fallow, due to costs and lessor interest in the Consent etc has chosen not to fight Infinitys’ 
demands and is relying on others that benefit more from the Road Lot 612 (without begrudge) 
to fight on her behalf to protect the covenant and attain her interests in Road Lot 612.  

Lot 10B owner Paul Young (1 of the 13. Supports Infinity and Staff) 

(Mr Young gave a deputation supporting Infinity and Staff) 

i. Mr Young owns a house property on the South side of the East West leg of required Road Lot 
612 with no other subdivision interests;  

ii. Mr Young has advised East West leg residents (by email) that he wants the East West Road 
Lot 612, including parking outside his property, but does not want increased cars going past 
his gate as permitted by the Consent and required by the District Plan (despite the land was 
zoned residential when he purchased); 

iii. Mr Young also advised he supports the Road Lot 612 that the covenants protect, but that he 

would want hundreds of thousands paid into an account and his own land covenants counter 
to the District Plan dictating what anyone else can be do, subdivision density and building, 
along Road Lot 612 beyond his gate.   

Landowners OPPOSING Circumvention of Covenant Protection of Road Lot 612:- 

Lot 1                             1              (10%) - of Access Lot - Road Lot 612 

Lot 4 (A & B)                2              (10%) 

Lot 5 (A & B)                2              (10%) 

Lot 6                             1              (10%) 

Lot 7                             1              (10%) 

Lot 8                             1              (10%) 

Lot 9                             1              (10%) 

Lot 10A                         1              (  5%) 

Total Owners              10              (75%) - of Access Lot - Road Lot 612  

 

Landowners SUPPORTING Circumvention of Covenant Protection of Road Lot 612:- 

Lot 10B (Young)            1              (  5%) - of Access Lot – Road Lot 612 

Lots 2, 3 (O’Malley)       1 ½          (15%)  (O’Malley’s sold ½ share to Delta/Infinity) 

Total                             2 ½          (20%) 

  

Resident Owners       12 ½           (95%) 

Infinity/Delta                 ½           (  5%) - by way of 1/20th share sold by O’Malley 

Total                           13              (100%) - of Access Lot - Road Lot 612 

So (excluding Infinitys’ ownership above), from our last understandings there are:- 



-      10     (75%) opposed to dedication that makes Road lot 612 impossible; and 
-      2 ½   (20%) supporting dedication, albeit they still appear to want the interests of the Road 

Lot 612 that the Consent gives them and that the covenants protect.  
-      This 20% supporting Infinity and Staff, as above, have incentives and/or deals with Infinity for 

the East West Road Lot 612 residents to not attain their subdivision interests they are entitled to 
under the Consent (as per RMA section 134), or under the District Plan.   

  
13.   Mr Kerrs advice for Infinity that there are 7 that have provided Infinity with documents to withdraw 

covenants, does not mean those 7 support removing the covenants. One may hand over their wallet when 
demanded when there are expensive consequences of not doing so; it does not mean they support doing 
so.  Many residents just don’t want the expense and stress of fighting Infinity, and/or are relying on others 

caveats over their property to prevent the protective covenants being removed.  
  
14.   The 2 Mr Kerr says have signed deeds agreeing not to object, I believe relate to Lot 4 deeds. If so they claim 

Infinity has breached those deeds and are not therefore bound by them. Those owners are opposing the 
covenant extinguishment challenge in arbitration and were present at the recent arbitration conference on 7 
July 2017 which Mr Kerr would know.   
 These deed related to Infinity providing the stormwater provision required by the Consent that enables 

the required Road Lot 612 and associated subdivisions.  
 Opposing residents had signed an open agreement to Infinity’s Messrs Croft and Kerr to remove their 

covenants based upon similar deeds for this stormwater provision that Infinity “promised”.  
 Infinity however refused to sign the open offers and instead provided another deed that was nothing 

more than a sophisticated scam that did not provide the “promise” or anything tangible at all; it was no 

different to previous Noble/Delta/Gold Band joint venture scams.  
  
15.   The perception that residents have been the cause of the delay of this life destroying subdivision debacle is 

unfair and not supported by accepted facts and evidence.  

 The developer including Delta progressed the subdivision ahead of consents and approvals to grossly 

non-complying standards from early 2009; 
 Concerned residents (including Mr and Mrs O’Malley) expressed their safety concerns to the developer, 

Staff, elected Council members, and their MP; 

 Staff ignored the residents for 17 months while the non-consented non-complying works continued, 
denied them their legal rights, then retrospectively consented the non-complying works; 

 Staff then recommended that Councillors NOT get a Safety Audit that the Riccarton Wigram Community 

Board was recommending; 
 The Safety Audit found the roads had “numerous serious and significant safety issues that would cause 

frequent serious injuries and deaths”; 
 The concerned and vindicated residents cannot be held responsible for alerting the Council to real 

dangers; any delays cannot not rightly be attributed to them. Had there concerns not been ignored, 
and/or compliance was required by Staff, there would be no delay. Certainly delay has never been in the 
residents interests and their Road Lot 612 was due in August 2008; 

 Much later residents discovered that the developer under Staffs watch was also designing and installing 
stormwater infrastructure from 2007 to non-complying standards, ahead of approvals, and which 
specifically made the residents parts of the Consent impossible; 

 Residents have not delayed the subdivision, they have merely protected themselves from rogue 

developers that have self-evidently been designing and constructing them out of the subdivision from 
before they enticed them into transferring most of their land in return for their inclusion. 

 This latest “dedication” circumvention of our covenant protection is a continuation of the same scam with 
the same related parties. The “dedication” enables our legal interests in the Consent to “disappear”, the 
same as stormwater condition 9.5 protecting land in favour of the Council for stormwater provision 
“disappeared”.  

16.   Staff have oppressed residents of their legal rights for years, and continue to fail and refuse to consult about 
our inclusion in the Consent and about our covenants.  

  

17.   Staff instead conveyed in their report to Councillors what our position is from what the Developer told them 
it was. Staff were wrong to do so and wrong in their report of what our position was and is.  

 
18.   We had and have an open agreement to remove our covenants including that we would undertake work that 

Infinity under the Consent is burdened with. Infinity had agreed but its written deed did not accord with the 
agreement. 

  
19.   The above is a true and accurate statement of matters on behalf of actively opposing residents to 

the dedication and/or Privatisation of roading and services that circumvents our covenant protection for our 
legally required and legally entitled Road Lot 612 (Condition 5, “The new roads, being lots 600-615 are to be 
formed and vested in the Council”.  

 



20.   Without the Consent required Road Lot 612, the East West residents remaining land parcels will be legally 
landlocked from their consented subdivisions by the developer and the Council, and cause them combined 
loses in the region of $15million. 

Regards 

Colin Stokes and for and on behalf of residents opposing dedication and/or privatisation of roading 
and services.  

PS; we have evidence of all the above, including that Staff knew of the “buy back” agreement (below) and our 
legal interests in the Lot 22 road and services (Road Lot 612) when residents owned all the land. It is on this basis 

Road Lot 612 became a Condition of the Consent. Without Road Lot 612 and the essential stormwater required 
on the lower lying applicant/consent holders land, then all the land couldn’t be subdivided as an integrated 
package as was required by the Environment Court when the land was rezoned. 

   

 

I believe it is also prudent to be aware that regardless how a property and Subdivision Resource Consent changes 
hands, (including to associated joint ventures to defeat caveats protecting prior known interests), that the 

obligations / burdens as well as the interests go with the Consent. The obligations/burdens don’t fall away like the 
old joint venture. Judge Fisher puts it into simple language which relates well to this Consent:-  

 

Judge Fisher [Wilbow v North Shore City Council & Hurstmere] expressed it 

this way:- 

[46] … However Hurstmere’s (Yaldhurst Residents) expectations have been founded 

upon the economic incentive for Wilbow (Noble/Infinity/Delta) to develop its own land, 

and in particular the expectation that if Wilbow (Noble/Infinity/Delta) were permitted 

to secure the benefits of a subdivision it would incur the associated burdens. The 

burdens included the provision of a road (Road Lot 612) giving access to the land to 

the south. (land parcels to the west) 

(this is akin to Conditions 9 and 5, Lot 612 Road to the west and stormwater 

therefore being a “burden”/condition):            

Judge Fisher further explained:- 

[56] … From the subdivider’s (Noble/Infinity/Delta) viewpoint the terms of the 

consent amount to a package of benefits and burdens. The benefits are 

the sale prices expected for the individual lots. The burdens are the costs 

of getting there - the provision of reserves, roads, services and other 

elements of the infrastructure. There is an obvious incentive to develop 



those areas which maximise the saleable sections, deferring or abandoning 

more burdensome areas (required Road Lot 612 and stormwater provision). As this case 

illustrates, there could also be an incentive to distort the way in which the 

subject subdivision progresses in order to secure a competitive advantage over 

others planned nearby - particularly tempting where the subject subdivision 

(Noble/Infinity/Delta RMA92009135) includes roading needed for convenient access to 

rival subdivisions (Individual Residents Subdivisions).  

 

Infinitys’ interests include the much higher land value in extreme high density 

residential and commercial on the back of the Residents low medium density. 

Infinity also have the burdens by law, and must comply with the conditions of the 

consent by law. By law, Council must enforce the conditions of the consent; 

but are not doing so. Why not? Its been found, including Swordfish v Buller District 

Council, that Councils can be held liable for s223 and s224 (subdivision consent 

approval) failures.   

From: Goldsbury, Rob  

Sent: Friday, 21 July 2017 4:10 PM 

To: Colin Stokes 

Subject: Yaldhurst Subdivision Council Meeting on 27 July  

Dear Mr Stokes 

As you know, the Council will be reconvening its consideration of the Infinity request for road dedication at its 27 

July meeting.  As you also know, the main reason for the deferral was that the Councillors were persuaded that a 
hearing relating to the arbitration between your group and Infinity was set down for 7 July (the day after that 
earlier Council meeting) and that hearing might resolve the issues between your group and Infinity.    

I need to update the Councillors on the outcome of that arbitration hearing.  Infinity have advised that the 7 July 
telephone conference set timetables to progress the matter and that another timetable telephone conference will 
be held on 4 September.  They advise that there is no date set for the full hearing of the issues but anticipate that 
the hearing would be in the first quarter of 2018.  

Can you please confirm whether this is an accurate statement of the current status of the arbitration proceedings? 

Secondly, the Councillors were left potentially confused as to how many owners (other than Infinity) were 
continuing to actively oppose the steps being taken by infinity.  At the 6 July Council meeting Mr Kerr, the lawyer 
for Infinity advised the Council that out of the 13 owners of land subject to the covenants, 7 have provided Infinity 
with documents to withdraw the covenants, 2 have signed deeds agreeing not to object to the removal and, 
therefore, there are 4 who remain fully opposed.  

Again, can you please confirm whether this is an accurate statement?  

I look forward to your response. 

Regards  

Rob 

Rob Goldsbury  
General Counsel 

Head of Legal Services 

Christchurch City Council  

 


